Flexible, scalable and reliable VoIP

While conventional communications require separate channels for voice and Internet, Dynamic IP from Windstream Enterprise uses VoIP technology that prioritizes and allocates traffic bandwidth on demand, dynamically alternating between voice and data as call volume needs change.

With just a single network connection, bandwidth utilization management optimizes network performance and saves your business money—compared to separate phone service and Internet connection costs. Dynamic IP from Windstream Enterprise couples new innovations with proven, reliable technology.

**Features**

**Bundle:** Includes high-speed Internet, voice, managed router and calling features.

**Voice prioritization:** Ensures calls coming into and going out of your business always receive priority over data.

**Flexibility:** Offers a wide variety of services such as voice lines, PRIs, SIP and high-bandwidth applications.

**Scalability:** Supports businesses of all sizes, from one call path to thousands.

**Benefits**

**Tailored features:** Dynamic IP provides the ability to customize features for your unique network design.

**Quality of service:** Windstream Enterprise leverages our state-of-the-art, fully redundant IP network and on-premises integrated access devices to ensure the highest quality of service.

**Future-proof network:** Dynamic IP works with your current equipment today, while providing the foundation to upgrade to more advanced systems in the future.

**Local support:** Windstream Enterprise delivers locally based technical support so provisioning and upgrades are done quickly. Our Network Operations Center (NOC) provides 24x7 proactive network management and support.

**SIP capability:** Dynamic IP combines your voice and data on a single circuit, reducing overall telecom costs and delivering feature-rich VoIP capabilities to operate at peak efficiency.